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Developing the utilization of space, exploring whether
or not mankind can carry out mining on such celestial bodies
as the moon, Mars, and so on, production without gravity and
without pollution, the establishment of astronavigational
launching pads free of gravity and astronomical observation
stations without atmospheric turbulence; whether or not it
is possible to make use of the huge amounts of energy
bursting out from celestial bodies, and, in conjunction with
that, research the energy production mechanisms in order to
supply mankind with a new energy source; detailed study of
the material make up of celestial bodies, as well as
configuration, size, chemical and physical properties and
their coordinates and movements, further research on the
formation and evolution of star systems and stars,
researching changes in the earth as well as their dangers
for mankind, and so on—all these are problems celestial
physicists, astrogeodesists, space astronomers, and
astronavigation specialists are anxiously awaiting answers
for. This then requires constantly raising light gathering
capabilities in order to observe celestial bodies and star
systems which are darker, smaller, and farther away;
constantly raising resolution in order to study the fine
structures of celestial bodies in more detail so as to
facilitate high accuracy measurements of the positions and
movements of celestial bodies and physical parameters such
as the brightnesses and optical spectra associated with
celestial bodies, temperatures, masses, magnetic fields, and
so on, and, in conjunction with this, having a simultaneous
view toward the tracking and survey of large spacecraft

* Numbers in margins indicate foreign pagination,
Commas in numbers indicate decimals.

after launch.

To this end, various nations are all in

mutual competition to develop large telescopes.

For

example, the U.S. has invested several billion U.S. dollars
to set up two 10 meter and five 8 meter mirrors.

The

European Southern observatory set up four 8 meter mirrors.
Great Britain and Japan each set up one 8 meter mirror.
This even goes to the point of India, after completing 2.34
meter mirrors, also preparing to build one 7 meter mirror.
These telescopes will all be built before the year 2000.
China, more than 2000 years ago, already discovered
using the ancient Chinese sundial in order to observe the
sun. Later, discoveries were also made of horizon,
eguatorial, and ecliptic theodolites, guadrants, abridged
armilla, armillary spheres, and celestial globes. After
liberation as well, there was successful development of 2.16
meter and 1.56 meter telescopes. However, compared to other
countries in the competition to develop large model
telescopes, China has already fallen behind in this area.
This is very much out of character with China's position as
a great nation.
In order to develop China's astronomical
and astronavigation activities and to make observations
contributing to united world organizations, a type of plan
was put forward to build one 4.3 meter optical infrared
telescope in the year 2000, and, after that, with Beijing
observatory's 2.16 meter telescope tied in together use
optical interference to reach over 10 meter aperture
resolutions.

As far as this type of optical composite

aperture telescope design—as shown in Fig.l and Fig.2—is
concerned, construction costs are low, construction periods
are short, and they are capable of relatively guickly
reaching advanced international levels.
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Fig.l Principles of Star Light Interferometer and Noncoherent
Light Gathering Systems
Key:
(1)
2.16 Meter Telescope
(2)
4.3 Meter Telescopes
(3)
Light Spectrometer Slit
(4) Noncoherent Light Beam
(5) Vacuum
Conduit
(6)
Star Light Interferometer
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Optical Composite Aperture Telescope Observatory

Key:
(1) 2.16 Meter Telescope Dome Chamber (2) 4.3 Meter
Telescope Square Cylinder Top Chamber (3) Spectroscope (4)
Elevator (5) Control Building (6) Vacuum Conduit (7) Star
Light Interferometer Chamber (8) Meter
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(Page 8 Upper Left) Display of Telescopes Various Nations
Have Already Completed with Single Mirror 3.5 Meter Apertures or
More
Key:
(1) Serial No.
(2) Aperture (3) Nomenclature (4)
Nationality (5) Location (6) Type (7) Main Focal Ratio (8)
Completion Date (9) Meter (10) Soviet (11) U.S.
(12) U.K.
(15)
(13) Anglo-Australian (14) Canada, France, U.S. (Hawaii)
E.E.C.
(16) Germany Spain (17) E.E.C.
(18) Horizontal
(19) Equatorial Horseshoe Type (20) Equatorial Yoke (21)
Equatorial (22) Year

I. New 4.3 Meter Optical Infrared Technology Telescope
Design Plans
At the present time, various countries have already completed
telescopes with single mirror apertures of 3.5 meters or above as
shown in the Table. As a result, if China also develops 3.5
meter mirrors, then, our position in the international
astronomical world is too low. If we develop 4.3 meter mirrors,
we will then be able to clearly raise China's astronomical
position. Moreover, the capability exists to design and develop
this successfully. The reason is that—if 6 meter or 8 meter
mirrors are built—mirror blanks then become a problem.
Moreover, there are no appropriate sites, and there are
difficulties in all the areas of finances, eguipment, as well as
technology. Also, the microcrystalline glass of a 4.3 meter
curved moon shaped thin main mirror weighs 3.7 tons. It is
possible to use the melting furnace of the Xinhu Glass Plant to
renovate the original 2.16 meter mirror to produce it. It is
also possible to place an order with the Russians. Moreover, 4.3
meter mirror development conditions are already basically in
hand. In conjunction with that, it is possible to install it at
Xinglong observatory. In this way, there is then a capability to
strive for completion of construction in the year 2000.

(b)

Fig.3

4.3 Meter Optical Infrared Telescope

Key:
(1) Angular Contact Bearing (2) Pitch Gear Drive (3)
Single Row Centripetal Bearing (4) Thrust Ball Bearings (5)
Directional Gear Drive (6) Directional Friction Support and
Drive
Due to horizontal type telescopes possessing the flaws of
large volumes, bulkiness, crowding in domes, high construction
costs, and so on, as far as 4.3 meter mirrors are concerned, it
was determined to opt for the use of Fig.3's flat structure.
It
is a kind of symmetrical structural form. The stressing
situation is good. The structure is simple. Volumes are small.
Weights are light. Construction costs are low. There are also
two resistant focal points associated with instruments of
expandable weight and large volumes.
In order to complete all
the operations associated with celestial physics, the
requirements of astrogeodesy, space astronomy, and
astronavigation are considered at the same time.
In particular,
numerous focal points and multi use systems were designed as
shown in Fig.4. The systems in question opt for the use of main
focal ratios f/2 and focal resistant ratio f/13 associated with
high light gathering capacity R-C Kasaigelin (phonetic) systems.
Use is made of 3 piece correctable mirrors in order to increase
image quality. The viewing field is 1°. A 10 cm thick crescent

moon shape thin main mirror uses an active optical measurement
and control system to raise image quality. Main focal points are
capable of detecting celestial objects in large viewing fields
extremely far away and extremely dark and weak. In order to
raise instrument utilization rates, observation wave bands are
taken and expanded to 15 microns to do infrared sky patrol and
space monitoring, infrared star maps, brightness measurements of
dark sources, and spectrum analyses. In conjunction with that,
it is possible to make observations in daylight or bright moon
light. It is set up to have an f/15 calorie focus system. The
first resistant focus sets up a 97 unit self-adjusting
compensating deformation mirror and a Shack-Hartmann wave front
detector. It is capable, in the 1.5-15 micron area of making
observations of high resolution precision structure imagery
approaching extreme seeing limits. The focal ratio is f/13. The
second resistant focus sets up a CCD camera as well as a guiding
star system, a TV monitored control, photon counter, multitarget
multioptical fiber spectrograph, as well as high resolution
optical spectrometer, and so on. There are systems to quickly,
accurately, and conveniently replace ancillary instruments. f/35
refractive focus systems are capable of making relatively bright
star imagery observations and measurements such as high chromatic
dispersion and high resolution spectra, luminosity, and so on.
Through vacuum conduit, over 10 meter aperture resolutions are
reached with 2.16 meter mirror connection device optical
interference. In order to make it easy for large fields of view
to sweep the sky, on the sides of the middle piece, there is
installed a 15cm star seeking mirror. The focus ratio is f/5.
The field of view is 4°. The power is 40x.
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Fig.4 4.3 Meter Optical Infrared Optical Telescope System
Key:
(1) Main Focus CCD Camera (2) Correction Mirror (3)
Secondary Mirror (4) Self-Adjusting Deformation Mirror (5)
Resistant Focus CCD Camera (6) Resistant Focus CCD Camera (7)
Shack- Hartmann Wave Front Detector (8) Active Compensation
Device (9) Shack-Hartmann Wave Front Detector (10) Blocking
Focus CCD Camera (11) Refractive Focus CCD Camera (12) Vacuum
Conduit (13)
Interferometer
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As far as the telescope tube is concerned, option is made
for welded trusses of Serrureier triangular seamless steel tubing
associated with wide open egual curvature designs. When there is
a reguirement for the mirror tube to point to some arbitrary
position, the relative curvature between the main and secondary
mirrors < 0.03 microns. The relative inclination is < 2 minutes.
Replacement of secondary mirrors uses localized change over of
the secondary mirror cage as shown in Fig.5. When using a
refractive focus, the secondary mirror cage is turned 180° to

make the refractive focus secondary mirror point down,

„hen

lTZTarT blOCUng fOCUS' thS infrarSd ""»T "^ror cage
rs put on
Use rs made of linear force moment electric motors to
do 4 mrnute oscillations at 10-20 H2 osculation frequency. When
»srng the main mirror, the secondary mirror cage is taken down
Secondary mrrrors use gas cushions to act as side supports using
vacuum suctron pads fixed to the back. Using gears and racks
30cm focr adjustments are made using grating measurements to
carry out dimensional control. CCD and dry plate cameras can be
switched for each other. Secondary mirror chambers nse fonr
offset wing beams as supports.
The crescent moon shaped 10cm thick main mirror weighs 3 7
tons. it is supported on 68 active optical compensation devices
As shown in Fig.6., it is possible to measure and control surface
shape to a precision < A/20. The bottom surface of the main
mirror has Shack-Hartmann wave front detectors. The upper end
has safety limit position plates. The center has a fixed steel
sleeve. The bottom surface of the main mirror and the side
surfaces are painted with heat insulation adiabatic layers
The
middle piece has 8 open type main mirror covers. The center has
reflector mirrors and stops associated with two high speed
replacement resistance foci and refractive foci light paths.
Four offset wing beams are used as supports.
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Fig.5 Secondary Lens Chamber Structure Diagram
Key: (1) CCD Camera (2) Optical Filter Chips (3) Dry Plate
Camera (4) Gear and Rack Focus Adjustment (5) Infrared
Secondary Mirror (6) Linear Force Moment Electric Devices (7)
Refractive Focus Secondary Mirror (8) Secondary Mirror Cage
(9) Resistant Focus Secondary Mirror
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As far as high rigidity pedestal frames, as shown in Fig 3
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axial necks „ith 600mm, diameters use 461/600
diagonal contact ball bearings to support radial and axial
bearrngs. The structure is compact. Cleanliness is higher than
wrth hydraulic bearings. Vertica! axis systems support's „eight
of 120 tons. use is made of 8687/2050 thrust ball bearings to
support »eights of 80 tons. The rest of the „eight is driven in
conjunction with that, by !2 sets of friction „heel elastic '
supports. Radially, use is made of t„o 9/1160H single ro„
centripetal ball bearing positions. There are level adjustment
structures.
In order to guarantee that mirror tubes are able to
accurately and rapidly aim at any star in half the skY/ and in
conjunction with that, track it accurately, it is necessary'to be
able to quickly, slowly, slightly, and permanently move. it
requires that twisting tubes be capable of pitches of 0 - 95°
Azimuths are ±270°. Turning and tracking speeds are 0 - s'/sec
Accelerations are 0 - 0.5Vsec2 . Pitch uses grade 5 precision'
column straight gears associated with m = 5.Zl = «80.Z2 = 24 and
paired with an m = 3,i^V*^0 speed reduction box. Directional
friction drive uses 5.4 meter diameter friction plates and
friction wheels with diameters of 200mm paired with a 3,i =
20/40x20/80 speed reduction box. Use is made of 250LYR-C1 model
digital broad speed adjustment direct current force moment
electrical device - speed measurement device sets to drive. m
order to eliminate electrical devices where gear gaps set up
counter moments of force (capable at high speeds of assisting
movement in positive directions), use is made of a highly stable
direct current power source to supply electricity.
Real time operation control systems are capable of being
fully automatic, semiautomatic, or manually operated.
Astronomers and experts in astronavigation are capable, on their
11

own laboratory television screens—through remote control
synchronous satellite observations—of composing observation
programs, automatically optimizing various types of parameters,
carrying out data processing on observation results, analyzing,
inferring, and making policy.
In order to guarantee operational
reliability and low cost, option was made for the use of multiple
micro computers to carry out parallel control of systems doing
the operations set out below:

Fig.6 4.3 Meter Crescent Moon Shaped Main Mirror and Active
Optical Compensation Device Chamber
Key:

(1)

Stepped Electrical Devices

1) operation, monitoring, control, and display; 2)
direction, tracking control, configuration monitoring; 3) CCD
imagery collection, processing, and recording; 4) active and
self-adjusting optical measurement and control; 5) synchronous
satellite digital code transmission remote control observations;
6) optical interference system light axis parallel and course
deviation compensation measurement and control, signal reception
and processing, and so on.
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Fig.7

Star Light Interference System Light Path Diagram

Key:
(1) Incandescent Lamp (2) He-Ne Laser (3) Light Filter
Device (4) Pin Hole (5) Shutter (6) CCD [Illegible]
(7)
Piezoelectric Ceramic Drive (8) CCD Camera (9) TV Monitor
Control (10)
[Illegible] Tube (11)
[Illegible] Eyepiece
II.

Star Light Interference System Design Plans

In order to reduce the influences of stray light and
atmospheric turbulence, lower construction costs, and facilitate
the construction of an interferometer chamber built on a good
base, resistant to earthquakes, and with a constant temperature,
a small volume interferometer as shown in Fig.7 was designed. In
order to achieve interference with equal light strengths, the
interferometer chamber in Fig.2 is far away from the 4.3 meter
mirror, making the image forming light beams attenuate. /10
Moreover, use is made of stops for regulation, making light
strengths equal to the 2.16 meter mirror in order to raise the
13

contrast of interference bands. Dse i. made of reflectlon t
corner prisms in order to make quadruple reflect
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III.

Conclusions

With the support of experts and leaders in the fields of
astronomy, astronavigation, and engineering technology frl all
over the country and under the direct leadership of the national
science committee and the ÄCademia Sinica, „orklg through the

ation and n the f
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trust, efforts are exerted in common
China•c A O
^
infrared telescope can be finished in the L 0 O^ft™
moreover, connecting machines to the 2.16 meter mirror it
v
ü9ht interference reach over 10 meter aperture LoLLs
"
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achieving synchronous development with the large model telescopes
of various nations of the world as well as synchronous research
into the great achievements of the whole world in the subjects of
astronomy and astronavigation, thereby raising China's
international position and high technology level.
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